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7.,my talk This morning is based on the assumption that renters of the ARM

have an abiding interest in higher education, and that they are also deeply

concerned about the major ,problems and discontents that plague American life

°today. I am therefore hoping to connect these two interests by considering the

relationship between higher education and the social discontents of our time.

America has had a love affair with education. This keen interest has-de-

rived partly from the practical need for educated menpowe, partly from a faith

in education as the foundation of a workable democratic society, and partly

'from the bLlief that every person should have the chance, and even the obligia-i.

tion, for personal fulfillment through learning.

The effort to expand learning meant at first the overcoming of illiteracy

through the spread of free, public elementary schools; later, it meant the pro-

vision of public secondary education to virtually all our pedple; eventually,

it meant the wide diffusion of higher education. The growth of higher education

occurred at first through the founding of hundreds of private colleges and state

universities as the frontier mcved[westward. Later came the land grant movement,

the founding of scores of normal schools later to be converted into state

colleges and universities, the extension movement which has recently taken on

new life as non-traditional study, the community college movement, the G.I. Bill,

the recent federal grants to institutions for a multitude of purposes, and finally

massive federal aid to students.

P1 This history has been based on the principle that colleges and universities

should be'readily accessible to successive waves of new students on easy and in-

N4 viting terms. Supply has been made available, not just in response to demand,

Cj but in anticipation of demand. And demand has responded time and time again.

The product of all this effort is today nearly 3,000 colleges and universi-

ties of widely diverse types. These institutions are serving over 10 million

students (of whom 6 1/2 million are full-time). The cost for all this is more
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than $30 billions a year (or $60 billions if one counts the forgone income of

the students, as one should). The average level of formal education in the

United States surpasses that of virtually all other countries.

Social Discontents

Despite all this educational effort, our society today seems to be flounder-

, ing. It is unsure of its values and goals and lacks confidence in its institu-

tions and its leaders. FMkther, it is beset with grave and perplexing problems,

most of them due to human error, human folly, or human neglect. Even to mention

these problems is almost embarrassing because we all know they could have been

avoided by resort to our elemental values, our-basic common sense, and our

technical knew-how. Among these problems are: racial injustice, inequality

between the sexes, wastage of natural resources, pollution of the environment,

/ urban decay, preventable illness, drug and alcohol abuse, crime and delinquency,

unemplcyment, inflation, and poverty. And one can did to all these the worst

problem of all, the scourge of war.

We are uncertain and divided about how to deal with thFze problems. We

are often stalemated by conflict among interest groups. r result is a kind

of social paralysis.

In describing our present discontents it is hard to believe that we are

talking about the same nation that in the past 30 years triunphed over Hitler,

launched the Marshall Plane restored democracy to Japan, overcame polio, invented

the computer, harnessed nuclear energy, landed on the moon, and doubled its real

GNP eveky 20 years. Incidentally,'most of these triumphs could not have been

achieved without a well-developed higher education.

The discontents I have just mentioned seemed to have reached a new intensity

almost precisely after the recent great upsurge in enrollments and expenditures

for higher education. This sequence of events raises same profound questions.

Has our traditional faith in education been misplaced? Has the great expansion

of :nigher education, so hopefully entered into, not only offered no soluticn

but even intensified the problems?

The Issue

Today the nation is engaged in a great debate about the futuse of higher

education, especially about the wisdom of expanding it still further to serve

new classes of students.

At each stage in the past development of higher education, there have

been those who have believed that the three Rs would be enough, or who have

argUed that Only an elite minority of our people would be educable beyond a

(more)
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few years of school, or who have held that there would not be enough jobs ,

for educated people, or who have asserted that the nation could not "afford"

additional education. But the majority has stood firm in its faith, and

the widening and deepening of-education has been steadfastly pursued. And

many have continued to believe that the end of the road would be reached only

when every person could be educated up to his full capacity as a unique human

Tbday, as in the past, there are many who think education has been over-

done. Yet, it is quite clear that we are only part way toward the long-held

ideal of education for every person up to the utmost of his potentialities.

Let me illustrate how far we fall short of this goal by citing sate sta-

tistics on participation rates in higher education'today. For example, the

number of women attending is about a million fewer than the number of men. The

relative number of low-income persons attending is far below that of High-income

persons. It is 15 percent for thosein the $0-3,000 income class and 59 percent

for those over a modest $15,000. There are also surprisingly wide variations

among the states in college attendance. To mention the extremes, in one state,

college attendance is 24 percent of the 18 to 24-year gild population; in another

it is 59 percent.

If women were to attend at the same rate as men, if low -irocee people

could attend at the same rate as middle and high-income people, if attendance

rates were as high throughout the country as in the leading states, enrollment

would be increased by at least 6 or 7 millions. And if persons beyond the usual

college age began attending in rapidly growing numbers, as they show signs of

doing, enrollments would grow even more. A doubling of college attendance before

the end of the century is'not beyond possibility -- if the nation-offered suitable

opportunities and incentives -and offered learning programs relevant to the needs

of new clienteles.

Moreover, the mere extension of higher education to more people is not'the

only possibility. We could deepen education as well as widen it. Indeed, the

ignorance that is abroad in,our land suggests that the process of education ilas,

only begun.

The question we face, then, is whether the historic development of higher

education should be resumed. But before'we try to reach conclusions about future

national policy for higher education, let us consider the questions: Just what

is higher education now contributing to American society? Are the results worth

what they cost? These questions are being asked not only by the general public,
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legislators, donors, and parents but also by students and even educatorsthea-

selves. The demand is for evidence not camw-ncemnt rhetoric. The burden of

proof is on the educators. The-fashionable word is accountability.

I am devoting much of my time to a study of the outcomes of American higher

education. I am trying to assemble and to appraise existing information on the

subject. As everyone knows, the outcomes of higher education are diverse, in-

tangible, and extraordinarily hard to measure. Education is inescapably an act

of faith. Sound appraisal of results must in the end rest largely upon intui-

tive judgment. Yet, a considerable body of knowledge has been gathered and

should be part of the evaluative process. I shall try to summarize what I under-

stand to be the present state of knowledge about the outcomes of higher education.

Then 1 shall return to the question of whether higher education is worth what it

costs and whether it should be expanded further. I shall begin with the ebooncmic

returns to investments in higher education. In doing so, I am net implying that

the economic returns are the most important outcomes.

Economic Outcomes

Dr. Edward F. Denison of the Brookings Institutioni in his authoritative

studies on economic growth in-the United States, reports that about a fourth

(26.4 percent) of the gradth-iiiGNP per worker over the 40 years from 1929 to

1969 was attributable to education. From this, one can infer that today about

$130 billions a year of our current annual GNP is due to education. Denison's

results, however, relate to education at all levels and he provides no informa-

tion on higher education separately. If one were to guess that one-third of the

total were due to higher education, the amount would be about $40 to $45 billions

which is somewhat greater than the present annual cost of operating all our

colleges and universities, but far above those costs of operation when the educa-

tion which-generated the growth took place.

Dr. Denison's general conclusions on the relation of education to general

economic growth are confirmed by the many studies of economists on the relation-

ship between investments in the education of individuals and their future

income. Investments in higher education are defined to include both the costs

of operating colleges and universities and the income sacrificed by students by

reason of their being in college. The average investment for each student is of

the order of $25,000 over four years. Most of these studies have concluded that

investments in higher education yield returns of 10 percent or more a year, and

that these returns compare favorably with investments in factories, airlines, or

supermarkets.

(more)
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Htwever, for several reasons, these studies must be interpreted with same

caution. One reason is that the results may be due in part to the sorting of

people in the labor market rather than to education proper. That is to say,

employers may use college credentials in such away that the college educated

receive a preference over non-college people for high-paying jobs even though

they may not be better qualified.

In a recent careful study of the returns to investment in higher education

by Taubman and Wales, the authors conclude that rate of'return is 7 1/2 to

9 percent. But they also conclude that up to half of this returnis due to the

rele-of education in sorting people for the labor market rather than to instruc-

tian. Thus, the net rate of return to instruction is estimated at around 4 or 5

percent which is clearly below the market rate for investments in physical capital.

The economic returns to higher education include not only instructicki but

also research and public service. .The nation looks to higher education for most

of its basic (as distinct fran applied) research and also depends heavily on

certain public services, notably agricultural exellnsion and various health ser-,

vices. Dr. Denison has estimated that advances in knowledge contributed 53

percent of the growth in productivity per worker over the period 1929-1969 --

about twice the amount of growth derived fran instruction. By no means was all

this 53 percent attributable to higher education. MUch of it was. due to research

and development in industry and government. But there can be no doubt that higher

education was a significant element.

My conclusion from the sketchy statistical evidence is that higher edUca7 _

(inaudin% both its instructional and research functions) has in the past

had a significant and positive role in the economic development of the nation

ind'that it has probably more than paid for itself in economic growthprovided

one values economic growth. Yet I do not claim that imerican higher education

has wrought miracles. One cannot overlook the fact that other nations with. car

less higher education than the United States have also made great economic

strides. Moreover, I am by no means sure that future expansion of higher educa-

tion would have comparable effects on growth. Education is not exempt fran the

law of diminishing returns. In recent years, the labor market for college

graduates has perceptibly softened and there is same evidence that the spread

between the earning.of college graduates and high sdhool graduates may be

narrowing. Indeed, as the number of persons with higher education steadily

increases relative to the number with less education, one would expect the

(more)
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earnings of the more educated to fall and of the less educated to rise. It

should be no surprise that truck drivers and coal miners are being paid more

than teachers or junior bank officers, or that people with college education

are finding their way into blue-collar work. In fact, there is an old saying

that education raises the incomes of the uneducated; and the obverse is that it

lowers the relative incomes of the educated. Moreover, this result is exactly

what a society that proclaims egalitarian values should hope for.'

Outcomes as Changes in Individuals

Let me turn now to a oonsideraticn of the outcomes of higher education

other than economic growth. The first of these is change in individual person-

alities. Basically, the purpose of higher education is to change people in

desirable ways. These changes may have profound effects on the economy and the

society, but in the first instance the objective is to modify the human traits.

Psychologists and sociologists have produced a vast literature on individual

outcomes. Specifically, when they compare graduatingr"seniors with entering

freshmen, they find a general freeing of the personality,' an increased openness

to the new, a willingness to search and experiment, and a breaking away from con-

vention and tradition. In matters of morals, students become more tolerant,

flexible, and relativistic. With respect to religion they become less attached

to Orthodoxy and fundamentalism, less interested in the church, and more ex-

ploratory. As to aesthetics, they become more interested, aware, and sensitive.

In politics, they become more liberal. Regarding work, their vocational orien-

tation decreases, their interest in general education increases, and their desire

for self-expression fran work increases -- as compared with their interest in

rewards'such as income and security. Their vocational aspirations often change

and become more definite. Self-awareness and self-identity are increased.

Enotional and psychological stability increases. Seniors are less likely to be

alienated than freshmen. Masculinity traits decrease for men and increase for

women, and thus sex differentation is reduced. During college, students become

more independent and mature. Seniors are more dominant, self-sufficient,

assertive, and autonomous than freshmen. They are more ready to express impulses,

more spontaneous: less self - trolled and less restrained, less tidy, less

punctual, and less socially responsible. They have a higher need for flexibility,

change, and less need for'active and intense, emotional expression and self -

indulgence. They are less sociable, less gregarious, more socially introverted,

more aggressive. In intellectuality, seniors have. made gains in intellectual

skills and aptitudes, in ability to think critically, and in factual knowledge.

(more)
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Seniors have more self-confidence, self-understanding, and poise than freshmen.

Seniors are more venturesome, resourceful, organized, motivated, fully involVed,

and persistent. They are more open to experience, more willing to confront

questions and problems, more ready to initiate things, and to disagree.

The:outicomes identified by psychologists and sociologists seem mostly to

be commendable, and generally the changes are found to persist to a greater or

lesser degree through adult life. There-axe many problems, however, in inter-

pretingthese-resulti. Cne of the more awkward ambiguities is that same of

the outcomes may be negative and thkt people may disagree about the desirability

of same of them. For example, co influenoesinTy-lead to the use of tobacco,

alcohol, and drugs, or to questionable sex behavior. It may impair conventional

patriotism. College may lead to alienation film family, to breaking away fran

traditional religion, to relativistic moral standards. It may produce radical

social and political views or breakdown ofccnventional,attitudes towardw4k

and thrift.

Another way of estimating the impact of college cn individuals is to

differences in' attitudes and behavior between adult college-educated people

others. For example, with reference to family life, same studies show that

college-going delays the time of marriage, it affectsithe choice of marriage

partner, it reduces famdlf-Size, it favors the careful rearing and education

children, it changes the allocation of time in the Iyousehold for both men and

wcmen, it raises the efficiency of'consumer choice and it improves the manage-

ment of personal affairs.

College-going also seems to affect work and leisure. College-educated men

and women have higher rates of participation in the labor force, they retire /

later, they experience less unemployment, they have longer jab tenure and less

job turnover, they have greater geographic mobility, they are able to benefit

more from work experience, and they Useleisure differently than do the non-

college educated.

In their planning for the future, the college educated to save

relatively more-and for different purposes, to be willing to stare greater

financial risk, to have a longer planning horizon and bs of the future,

and to invest their .'money more efficiently than non-college p4ople.

In political affairs, the college-educated are more likely to vote and to

participate. more actively in civic organizations and activities, and to be

involved less in illegal activities than the non-educated. Finally, the

(more)
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college educated are healthier and they appear to obtain, more enjoyment,

interest, and challenge from life.

What conclusions can one draw from the socio,psychological studies an the

direct influence of college an the traits and behavior patterns of individuals'

In view of the fragmentary character of available idformation and the ambi-

guities in its interpretation, one's conclusion must be cautious. Inpyludg-

ment, an impartial reading'of the studies suggests that on balance the impact of

college is significant and faVorable. But how significant and how favorable is

hard to say. .

Outcbmes as Changes in Society Derived frouLChanges in Individuals .

As increasing numbers of the population, are Changed through education and

find their way into society, they would be expected to produce a general leaven-

ing effect on society as a whole. For example, the general level of cultivation

and taste might be raised; family planning might be encouraged; child care and

the home training of children might be improved; S-Iequality of shcools might

be raised; appreciation of the arts and learning might be deepened' the quality

tiedof health services and health practicet might be ; participation in and

understanding of political, civic, religious, and tural organizations and

activities might be increased; willingness to seals and to accept social change

might be enhanced; the values underlying community and political decisions might

became more humane; and a sense of common culture and social solidarity might be

enhanced.

These are the things educators hope will happen. Yet I Taloa of no hard

evidence to canfinn whether they do or do not. The actual realization of the

leavenylg effect will presumably depend partly an the numbers of college-educated

people who are introduced into the community, the more the greater the influence.

It will depend also on the character of the higher education. If the higher

education produces materialistic, arrogant, and.status-conscious people who set

themselves apart from the larger community, and who have little sense of social

responsibility, then higher education will not produce desirable social results.

On the other hand, to the extent that higher education is rooted in humane values

and in the concepts of social service and social responsibility, it probably can

produce. significant and beneficial social change. I suspect that the actual

system of higher, education lies between the polar extremes of narrow materialism

and humane social responsibility, and that overall it exerts at least a modestly

favorable influence on ,society. Butthis is an opinion and not a fact.

(more)
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Outcomes as Changes in Society Derived Directly., from Higher Education

I turn now to direct influences of higher education on ,society. ,These

derive mainly from its role as a principal center of research, scholarship, philo-

sophical and religiouh inquiry, artistic creativity and criiism, social criticism,

and public-policy studies. Colleges and universities are the major institutions

of our society for preserving the cultural heritage, discovering values and

meanings in it, interpreting it to the.present, and distilling wisdom out of it.

they are at the same tittle a major source in our society of new knowledge,

new ideas, and new values. It is the faculties of colleges and universities who

perform the functions of.repositories of knowledge and ideas from the past and

sauces. of new ideas forthe present and future. They propagate these ideas

through their students, through their publications same of which are scholarly

and same popular, through their work as lecturers, through their as con-

sultants to government and business, and thrdUgh their taking tempo rtiry loyMent\

in government, business, and. ournalism. ?brewer, the faculties pr.Widegreat

and flexible pool c¢f speciali ed talent which is available to society for con-

sultation on soci problems as they arise. WhInever the society is faced with

novel problems, ther.of national or local sa , it often 4ens to the obvious

and most visible titution -- the university. When facjong new problems such

as poverty, infla on, health insurance, or space oxploration,' society looks to

the academic community not only for information and advice bet also in many cases

for actual execution ancradministration of programs. Universities and collAges

dispatch foreign technical missions, administer governmental laboratories, dis-
,

pense technical services and training for private corporations and farmers, and

provide - a host of consulting services to government and industry. Some of this

work is conducted officially under the auspices of the institutions and same by

professors in their "spare time." Indeed a new breed of professors has emerged

who rove easily between the academic world and buSiness or government. Such

professors are called upon to, man the cabinet, they are elected to public office,

they beorime members of special commissions, theyk are sent on foreign missions,

they are consulted on many kinds of political, technical, and diplomatic issues

by government at all levels and by private-businedb. Indeed, a major issue is

whether the academy has not,hecome so involved in practical affairs and so aligned

with various, interest groups as to call. its objectivity into question.

The social influence of the academic community is not merely at the tech-

nical level. it is also exerted in the realm of values, for example, through

the analyhis'of values, through criticism; through the construction of

re) 10
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philosophical systems and ideologies, and through the appraisal of existing

social institutions. Generally, the weight of academic influence, at least in

recent decades, has been exerted toward humane as distinct franeccnamic values:

internati understanding; egalitarianism including racial justice, equality

sexes, and more equitable distribution of opportunity and income;

tion of natural resources; protection of the environment; and the

autonomy and freedom of individuals.

As I have indicated, the influence of colleges and universities upon society

has been exerted boorth indirectly through changes in the perspectives, values,

and attitudes of its students, ved directly through ongoing activities as centers

of learning. 'This influence has been growing stAndily for many decades.

\ Nigher education has of course not been the only factor in social change.

4he'fianrnowndht, the labornimement, the political parties, the church, and

above all the

the colleges and

numbers of studen

maafuhotianing of

need for cultural

An the faculties

ulent events of the past century have had their effects. Yet

iversities have perhaps unwittingly -- made increasing

and other people aware of the ambiguities, injustices, and

idled capitalism. In particular they have pointed to the

lopment transcending the single goal of economic growth.

ve engaged increasingly

s g and reform\of American society, s

tafor positive ledge and the consi

lTolicies.

\These devq, reached a dramatic climax in the 1960s when the colleges

and uhversities -= through their students and a large minority of faculty --
\

,

became one of the major political forcesC1-ithe nation. This remarkable episode

was the work'not of the institutions as official entities but of large minorities

of\students and faculty. At the time, the doctrines and the tactics of.some

in studies relevant to the under-

es that haVe included both the

tier of basic values and practi-

of these people were to say the least biz

on this era, the students and faculty involved were trying to express the basic

ideals and values of the academic cammunity and were pointing out the incon-

sistencies between these values and the realities of American life.

As John D. Rockefeller,\3rd says in his remarkable little book, The Second

and unseemay. Yet as o.e reflects

American Revolution the youth of that period "affected a presidential election,

changed universities in two t ways, raised the visibility of the environ-

ment and population growth as jor problem areas, provided the main inetus to

the powerful antiwar sentiment,\encouraged a more open and positive attitude

toward sex, led the way in experimentation toward new social forms, sparked the

(nore)



eighteen- year -old vote, provided the backbone for consumerism and public interest

pressure groupr, developed and carried forward a whole set of 'new valties', and

acted generally as a goad and conscience to all of us in reflecting on cur

personal values and those we hold for our-society." Mr. Rockefeller adds:

"I see the central meaning to-be--a _desire to achieve a person-centered society,

instead of one built around materialism and large impersonal institutions which

breed conformity rather than individuality and creativity. It embodies a vision

of a society in which each person would havc a genuine opportUnity for self-'

liberation and fulfillment, a society in which the JUdeo-Christian ideals of

love, trust, and human dignity, and the American ideals of equality, freedom,

and individual rights, mould became truly operative and meaningful for all people."
\

These values were a direct of higher educatian, and the campus events of .

the 1960s were. primarily an e rt to apply the values emerging ran tle academy

to the practical problems of thatime.

The student movement of the 1960s has become quiescent but be repeated

i,n the fixture. The- values it rep sents'are still present on campuses and in

other settings among millions of le. They are the values Oat will have to

prevail in he future not only our nation but throughout the world if human

life on this planet is to sur'ive. It is clear that a society can no longer live

by thegcspel,of econcmic growth.

It is sometimes believed that the many social problems plaguing us today-are

new. This is not so. They have all been with the nation for a long-tine. Among

the environmental problems', concern for overpopulation goesack to the time of

Manta's; the wanton wastage d natural resources has been a major characteristic 1

of American society from the heginning; the pollution of air, water,Jwid the visual

environment have been known for\centuriess(all our older cities here block with

\,capal,soot and dust); urban decay\has always with us in the 'unbelievably

Squalid Slums and unsightly Indus ieS of t all our cities. Among the Emu,
-

blems of human relations, racial in ustice pricked the consciences ofour ances-

tors over a century ago and a Civil War was fought over it; the concern for

inequality between the sexes goes-back at least to the time'of the suffragettes.

Problems of health, crime and delinquency, drug abuse, and general slackness of

taste and refinememqpre not new. And the economic problems of unemployment,

inflation, and inequality of income have been with us intermittently since the

founding of the nation.

(nore)
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The problems themselves are old and familiar. Nbst are in fact less acute

than they were several generations ago because, despite impressions to the con-

trary, great progress has been made in social legislation and in the generally

huane oatlook of American society. The significant7difference is that our

valUes have changed and our sensitivity to these problems has increased. In

particular; we are awakening to thekrcbability thakaexxlanicgraorth is neither

worthy nor passible as the primary goal of a society,' and that in thtfuture
,

primacy must go to goals relating tan -- snow persons, freedom, cultivation

Cif the inner harm personality, ark _.ul titian relationships. In my judg-

ment; education haslhadzruch to do with th's change:

/ In discussing the effect of higher education on social change, I have

stressed the role of colleges and universities as a source of new ideas, values)

t\ and ideologies. Higher education also Has the-potential, realized only in ....

part today, to discover tatent which might otherwise be unknown or wasted, to

encourage an open class structure a fluid society, and to reduce inequali-

ties in the distribution of income: fRegarding inane distribution, it would be

surprising if the further spread of higher education did not4a...er the =pen-

sation'of the college educaild, raise the earnings of the ,'ion-college edUcated,

and thus narrow the income gap petween upper and lower income groups,1

Higher and the Enrichment of Lives

my list of I shall mention the direct .-,-fits in the

Lam of enriched lives.

The experience of attending,, college is for most students

able in and of itself without ulterior benefits. .This outcome should=

underrated.

A college education also opens up to- many pecple'lhed intefrests, new aware-

ness, and new understandings which are an important source of enjoyment and /

satisfactions throughout their lives.

Families, including parents and spouses and.othei relatives of students,,,

often,receive vicarious satisfactions tram the opportunities afforded by college.

4*. Parents, moreover, may be relieved to be able to shift me of the responsibility

for guiding` developin their children to an institution,

Stillamexudirect !benefit of higher education, accruing to society in

general, is public eritertzhnzrent inuthe form of musical and dramatic per\formances,

art exhibits, bro'adcasting, spectator sports, etc., much of it highly ElubsIdized.

7 (more)
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--,,,_Conclusions

40 have suggested that higher education yields several types of outcomes.

It contributes to economic productivity, it changes individual rsonalities in

ways4at\are on the whole dedirable. h these changes in dividuals it

may have beneficial effects on society, ugh its studies and the dissemina-

tion-of its findings it may initiate soci change, it may reduce inequalities

among persons, and finally it enriches li s in and of itself. I would not

argue that any one of these outcomes -- ven including economic growth -- has

been *finitely proved to exist. And I would not venture to t a dollar sign

on,ahy one of them. Tndo think that each is plausible and e probable, that

/each is on balance valuable, and that all taken together would add up in

//( benefits to much more than the cost. But even aftarmiewing-existing knowledge

/ -

of outcoes, I cannot document this conclusion, and it must be classed as an

opinion or at most a considered judgment. If this general opinion is correct,

the question posed at the beginning-of this paper must be repeated: If higNar

education produces favorable results, why is the nation in such a parlous state

just at the time when American higher education has reached a.high point in

enrollment and resources employed?

one answer to this question is of course that higher education -- forall

its/influence cannot be held responsible for all the ills of the world. For

all its benefits, it lacks the power to create a perfect society in an imperieCt

world.

A seoond answer is that higher education may have sharpened our sensitivity

to the problems of war and peace, racial injustice, the environment, and the

like. These problems are widely retognized\pnd with a new sense of urgency.

Mdreover, plIsibly due to higher education, the humane values of individuality,

freedan, equality, human dignity, and general quality of life are more influen-

tial than at any tine in living memory. Also the base of knowlede necessary to,

solve these problems has been or can be created. Higher education has has an

important -- pe baps decisive -- role in bringing about all of these changes.

I6deed, the di contents of our time arise not so much from a deterioration of

objective conditions as from a rise in the values and standards we use to judge

these conditions.

My review of the outcomes suggests -- tome at least -- that the historic

expansion of nigher education in this country should not be closed off but that

(more)
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it should continue. There are benefits and rewards still to be reaped through

the widening of higher educatibn to_include more people and the deepeniAg of

higher education for those already included. The purpbse of such a policy,

however, would not be the promotion of further economic growth. The"purpose

would be the enrichment of human lived and the raising of our sensitivities

and through that the building of a new kind of civilization. In these terms,

let us wider a possible future for higher education in the United States.

First, the regular work of the world would still need to be done. People

would need to be trained for a wide range of'ordinary jobs. In addition, great

cadres of scientists, engineers, physicians, and other health workers, social

scientists, teachers, social workers, humanists, and other vocationally-trained

persons would be needed to help find ways to conserve resources, clean up the

envirommr-nt,restore our cities, overcame poverty, improve health,achieve

economic stability, etc. There would be no shortage of work to be done if we

would dedicate ourselves to solving America's problems and building a better-----

not necessarily more opulent -- life. Indeed, we would clearly-behort of the

trained manpower needed to achieve our_scals_77_if-these goals were stated in

terms of the requirements_of-alife rather than in terms of market demand

for ordinarY-goods. Mbreover,if the people wereprepared for and dedicated to

the jobs that would make America better, not just richer, the likelihood of

.appropriate political dedisions would be increased. These political decisions

would undoubtedly call for expansiak of social programs and not merely

tiaial economic growth.

Second, higher education would provide ready opportunities and strong encourage-

ment to our entire population to achieve education up to the full extent of their

capacities. This would be done an the premise that learning is essential both

to personal fulfillment of individuals and to development of the culture. The

overridinvurpose of higher education would change from that of preparing pedple

to fill paticular slots in the economy to that of building a great civilization

that is compatible with the environment and with the nature of man. Liberal

education would became the dominant style. Higher education would still be involved

in vocational preparation, but its main purp9se would far transcend traditional

economic goals. Its purpose would be to maximize human life, not the GNP. As

Ruskin said in Unto this Last, a book which,I regard as one of the greatest books

on economics ever written, "I believe nearly all labour may be shortly divided

into positive and negative labour: positive, that which produces life; negative,

(more),
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tnat which produces death... the prosperity of any nation is in exact propOr-

tion to the quantity of labour which it spends in obtaining and employing t14.

means of life... Production does not consist in things laboriously made, hut in

things serviceably consumable; and the question for the nation is not haw much

labour it employs but had much life it produces. For as consumption is the end/

and aim of production, so life is the end and aim of consumption. There is no

wealth but life."

Third, the research, scholarly, and other intellectual activities of higher

education would be intensified -- not cut back as is so often suggested. In

these activities, higher education would emphasize the advancement of basic

knowledge and thefarts, the investigation and analysis of values, and social

criticism: And it would intensify its efforts to apply its knowledge and

criticism toward solution of the nagging Problems which continue to vex our
/'

society.

The conception of higher education I am suggesting would call not only f

continuing growth but also for substantial changes Nin orientation of the Amer can

sysban of higher education. The goal of highest priority would be the widen' ,g

and deepening of education to the end that. every person receives hot only the

opportunity but also the enbouragalent, even the Obligation, to develcip-himslf

as a unique human being to the full extent of his pavers. This does not near(

that. everyone would graduate :firma college at age 21, but rather each person uld

be given the genuine opportUnity and encouragement to develop himself due his

entire lifetime. MD this el, the educational sysbanwould adjust and di ify

its programs so that it could accommodate persons of widely varying back

interests, tal,mts, and ages. Such education would provide an array of p

suited to allAoonditions of people. These progr4ms would be available in

venient times and places, they would be supplied/at low cost to students, - would

allow for appropriate financial aid and released time from work. Higher

ticri would be` recurrent and would serve adults f all ages from 18 years

It would serve blue-collar Werkers as well as e conventional middle and upper

class clientele. It would provide open adMi ns and would be flexible

admissions requirements and in prerequisites. It would recognize 1- from

all sources, arid it would,include both and non-degree programs. IOwould

net vocation.A1 as well as personal needs, t its underlying emphasis uld be

on liberal learning with stress led in the sciences and arts,

values, and communication. It would expect to draw millions of dis

persons into the mainstream of American society, not perhaps in a singl

(more)
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generation but over several generations.

At present, the higher educational system is not ready for this challenge.

It has not achieved the flexibility needed and it has not learned to serve

diverse clienteles. The higher educational system is designed basically for a

minority of our people, call it an elite minority if you wish, and it is only

groping toward meeting the challenge of.the future. The basic planning job

is to modify our system of higher education so that it can continue to acommo-

'date traditional students, and at the same time reach out to the new students of

all ages whose educational needs, at least during a transitional phase, are

different. This does not mean that the systeh as a whoke must learn to provide

plaoesifor students of many backgrounds, interests, and ages. The task is to

modify the system, partly by changing some existing institutions and partly by

creating new ones.

There is much evidence that the nation is catching the vision of "the

learning society." Millions of "new students" are finding their way to higher

edUcatibn. There are twasxmiticus: Can the higher educational system adjust

to meet the challenge: and Will society provide the financial support? I

believe the answer to both questions is in the affirmative, and I look for a

resumption of the historic development of higher education in this country.

* * *
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